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Chemical Reactions
Spring 2010

GOAL: To show students evidence of chemical reactions.

MATERIALS:

34 safety goggles for students and BU students

15 24-well culture plates with lids (stored in a Rubbermaid container)

1 Rubbermaid container (to hold 15 24-well culture plates with lids)

1 Demonstration Bag A - contains one 2 oz bottle of 0.1 M CaCl2 and one 2 oz

bottle of 2.5 M Na2CO3. and two 10 oz clear cups

1 Demonstration Bag B - contains one 2 oz bottle of 1 M HCl and one 2 oz bottle of

2.5 M Na2CO3 and two 10 oz clear cups

1 Demonstration Bag C – contains one 2 oz bottle of bottle of 0.1 M NaOH with

0.05% phenol red solution, one 2 oz bottle of 1 M HCl and two 10 oz clear cups

15 ziploc bags containing the following:

6 plastic dropping bottles of the following solutions

1.0 M HCl hydrochloric acid

2.0 M Na2CO3 sodium carbonate

0.1 M Cu(NO3)2 copper (II) nitrate

0.1 M Fe(NO3)3 iron (III) nitrate

0.1 M KSCN potassium thiocyanate

0.1 M CaCl2 calcium chloride

1 sandwich ziplock bag with:

1 1-oz containers of the following solid: sodium carbonate (Na2CO3)

1 small plastic scoop to measure the sodium carbonate

34 Instruction Sheets in sheet protectors (one per student)

1 pencil per student (Students should use their own pencils.)

(This lab is modified from the Vanderbilt Student Volunteers for Science Chemical

Reactions lab.)
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I.  DISCUSSION

1.  Ask students:  What is the difference between a physical change and a chemical change?

Be sure to include the following information in the discussion:

! A physical change does not change the chemical properties of a substance.

! No new substance is formed during a physical change.

! Examples of physical changes include changes in the size, shape, or state of matter.  For

example, ice, liquid water, and steam are water in different states - solid, liquid, and gas.

! A chemical change does change the chemical properties of a substance.

! One or more new substances are formed in a chemical change.

2.  Ask students:  How can you tell when a chemical change has occurred?

Some possibilities include: a gas given off, color change, explosion, burning, etc.

3.  Share the following information with the students:

When solutions of two compounds are mixed, it is often possible to determine whether or not a

reaction has occurred through visual observation.  Evidence of a chemical reaction might be a color

change, a gas given off, or the formation of a precipitate (write these on the board):

! A color change occurs when two solutions are mixed and a new color is produced.

o If the color of one solution becomes a paler shade, that change is caused by dilution

from the other solution and does not qualify as a color change.

! Bubbles or fizz indicate that a gas is given off.

o However, make sure that students understand that the bubbles given off in a soda pop

drink are NOT evidence of a chemical reaction, but is just excess gas that is released

when the top is removed.  Carbonated beverages contain carbon dioxide gas

dissolved under pressure and removing the top lowers the pressure and allows carbon

dioxide bubbles to escape.

! A precipitate is formed when two substances react to give a new compound that will not

dissolve in water.

o A precipitate may look like a cloudy substance, grains, a swirl, or a fluffy solid.

Note:  When two clear solutions are mixed and a white precipitate forms, this whitish color does not

count as a color change. The change should be recorded only as the formation of a precipitate.
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II.  DEMONSTRATION

Materials:

1 Demonstration Bag A - contains one 2 oz bottle of 0.1 M CaCl2 and one 2 oz

bottle of 2.5 M Na2CO3. and two 10 oz clear cups

1 Demonstration Bag B - contains one 2 oz bottle of 1 M HCl and one 2 oz bottle of

2.5 M Na2CO3 and two 10 oz clear cups

1 Demonstration Bag C – contains one 2 oz bottle of bottle of 0.1 M NaOH with

0.05% phenol red solution, one 2 oz bottle of 1 M HCl and two 10 oz clear cups

1. Demonstration Bag A (precipitate formation): Remove the 2 oz bottles of solutions and the two

ten oz clear plastic containers.  Empty each of the 2 oz bottles into one of the clear containers.  Hold

the two clear containers up so the students can see what happens, and pour one into the other.  You

should see a white solid (precipitate) forming.  Point this out to the students as an example of a

chemical reaction in which a precipitate forms.

2. Demonstration Bag B (release of gas):  Remove the 2 oz containers of solutions and the two 10

clear plastic cups. Empty each of the 2 oz bottles into one of the clear containers.  Hold the two clear

containers up, and ask students to watch very carefully what happens.  Pour one solution into the

other, and ask students to describe what happens.  A bubbling up (slight foaming) which quickly

subsides indicates a gas is given off.  Tell students to watch very carefully for bubbles of gas when

they are performing the experiments because they will be difficult to see.

3. Demonstration Bag C (color change): Remove the 2 oz containers of solutions and the two 10 clear

plastic cups.  Empty each of the 2 oz bottles into one of the clear containers.  Hold the two clear

containers up, and ask students to notice that one is a clear colorless solution, and the other is a clear,

red solution. Pour the colorless solution into the red solution, and ask students to describe what

happens.  The red solution turns yellow-orange, but the solution is still clear.  Explain to students that

a chemical reaction has taken place because the red solution changed color upon addition of the clear

solution.

III. LAB

Safety

! Students must put on safety goggles before mixing any solutions.  BU students should be

wearing safety goggles also!

! If anyone gets any of the chemicals on their skin or in their eyes, they should flush immediately

with water.  Although the solutions are dilute, they could still cause eye damage, especially the

1.0 M HCl.

! Emphasize to students how important it is for them to follow directions.

Background:  This is an acid-base reaction in which phenol-red changes color from red in base

to yellow-orange in acid. Color changes can also be seen in metal ion solutions where the color

change is due to the formation of complex ions.
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Procedure:

1. Organize students in pairs and distribute the following materials to each pair of students:

Materials (per pair of students)

2 safety goggles

1 24-well culture plate

1 aluminum pie pan

1 ziplock bag containing 7 dropping bottles of solutions,

1 1-oz containers of solids, 1 small scoop, 1 tissue

2  Instruction Sheets

2 Chemical Reactions Lab Observation Sheets

2 pencils (Students should use their own pencils.)

2. Have students look at the 24-well plate and the instructions at the top of the Chemical Reactions

Lab Sheet.

3. Place the well plate on a piece of paper. Write letters A, B, and C along the right side of the plate,

corresponding to the first 3 rows. Write the numbers 1-6 along the top of the plate, corresponding

to the 6 columns.

4. Give the following instructions to the students:

1. The reagents being used in a reaction are listed for a specific well on the corresponding

section of the lab sheet.  The labels on the dropper bottles list the reagent number.

2. Show students one of the bottles and demonstrate how to get drops out of the bottle.

When using two solutions, put a squirt of the first solution in the correct well (A squirt of

about 15 drops is good, but we do not want students to spend time counting drops).  Then

add one squirt of the second solution.

3. For reactions that involve solids, use the small plastic scoop to add one scoop of solid to

the specified well.  Then add a squirt of the solution indicated. Use the tissue to wipe off

the scoop before measuring a different solid.

4. Both students should record their observations on their lab sheets.  Students can record

NR if No Reaction occurs. Otherwise, they will record color change, gas given off, or

precipitate formed.

5. Tell the partners to take turns doing the experiments as they follow the grid on the lab sheet to

perform all of the experiments.  Both students record their observations on the lab sheet.

6. BU students should monitor the pairs of students and offer assistance as needed. Be sure that all

students are recording their observations on the lab sheet.

Note: The well should be one-fourth full after the first addition and about one-half full after the second

addition, for best results. 

Note: Dropper bottles are easy to use. Apply slow, gentle pressure. Do not remove the red cap from a

bottle until it is to be used.  Put the cap back on the bottle immediately after use. BU students need to

monitor this to be sure contamination does not occur.
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IV. Review Questions

Ask students:

! What is a physical change?

! What is a chemical change?

! How do we know when a chemical change has occurred? (answer on p. 3)

V. Clean-up

! Have students put the dropper bottles back in the ziplock bag.  Make sure all red lids are on

dropper bottles.

! Have the students put the 1-oz containers of solids, scoop, and tissue back in the small ziploc bag

and place it in the bag with the dropper bottles.

! Collect the ziploc bags and the goggles.

! Place the culture plate lids on the 24-well plates and carefully put them in the Rubbermaid

container.  Place the lid on the Rubbermaid container and put it in the bottom of the box.

! Place the ziploc bags and other materials in the box.

! Collect all instruction sheets in sheet protectors and put them in the box.


